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INTRODUCTION 

A project to reconstruct a grade railroad crossing RRP 0006(7) 

was planned in conjunction with the widening of Tennyson Street 

south of 60th Avenue in Adams County. This crossing was a dual 

crossing with one track of the Denver and Rio Grande Western 

(D&RGW) railroad. and one track of the Colorado and Southern 

(C&S) railroad about 60 feet apart. Prior to reconstruction. 

there was a difference of about 18 inches in the elevation of 

the crossings and the condition of the crossings were 

deteriorated. These crossings would be reconstructed and 

lengthened to conform to the widening of Tennyson Street and to 

improve the roadway ride over the crossings. 

Tennyson Street is a local street that has an ADT of 2650 and 

truck traffic of 2% medium and 1% heavy. The speed limit is 30 

mph. 

Previous use of foam crossing material manufactured by True 

Temper corporation had failed to perform satisfactorily. The 

supplier of True Temper high density foam material for RR 

crossing claimed improved quality control during manufacture 

and desired to install this material to show improved 

performance. The supplier would provide a guarantee for rapid 

replacement of any failure that might occur. The material to 

be used was True Temper T-Core. FSM-700. a high density 

structural polyethylene foam module. This would be placed on 

the C&S crossing and for a side by side comparison. a steel 

reinforced rubber crossing material. made by General Tire 

called IIGen-Trac" would be installed on the D&RGW crossing. 

Both materials would be evaluated for a period of time until 

valid conclusions could be determined. 
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INSTALLATION 

Each respective railroad company performed the work on it1s own 

roadbed and track and installed the designated crossing 

material. The roadbed for the tracks was normal rock ballast 

and no rebuilding of the roadbed was done except to adjust the 

track levels to make a smooth crossing. 

Both types of material use similar installation techniques. 

The modules are placed on the crossties and used as templates 

to drill pilot holes for the steel pins that hold the modules 

in place. No problems were encountered in the installation of 

the crossing materials. The roadway grading. paving. and 

sidewalks were completed in March 1982. 

EVALUATION 

Quarterly inspections were made of the crossings and visual 

observations were the primary means of evaluating the 

material. Photographs were made to document the condition of 

the materials and are included in this report. 

The first group of photos show the crossing during installation 

and shortly after completion in early 1982. A second group of 

photos were taken in September 1983. when some evidence of 

damage and edge breakage began to appear. The final photos 

were taken in May 1984. The photographs are captioned to 

indicate the type of deterioration and deficiency noted during 

the evaluation period. 
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After a two year evaluation period there were no foam blocks 

loose or broken. Several areas on the inside of the rails were 

chipped and broken. The damaged areas on the gauge side of the 

rails appear to be caused by the train wheel flanges striking 

the crossing material. The True Temper crossing showed little 

evidence of scraping or snowplow damage. The General Tire 

crossing had two areas damaged by shearing action of some sort. 

possibly by snowplows. 

The C&S True Temper crossing has as area in the south bound 

vehicle lane that indicates a soft roadbed. The rails depress 

111 to 1 1/2" on passage of trains and show some depression when 

trucks or heavy vehicles cross the rails. The flexing of the 

rails has the effect of "working" the spacing between the foam 

blocks. This effect is noticeable on the west end of the 

cross ing. The spacing between the end anchor pieces and the 

crossing material blocks is becoming wider such that the hold 

down pins and washers do not have full bearing area, and 

ultimately might work free allowing the foam blocks to become 

loose. The Railroad company had reworked the crossing when the 

new foam material was initially installed and the subsequent 

compaction of base material was not expected and is limited to 

a localized area. Therefore. at the time of construction. the 

design and construction practices were believed to be adequate 

for this site. No maintenance work has been performed on 

either crossing since the initial installation. 

It was observed and recorded in photographs that the foam 

crossing material and the supporting crossties had settled and 

that there was vertical movement between the rail and the 

crossties when a load passed over the rail. either by rail 

traffic or heavy vehicular traffic. 
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There were two possible results of this settlement and movement 

of the rails. One. is that the ride over the crossing by the 

motorist is bumpy. Two. as shown in the September 1983 and 

May. 1984 photographs. the gap between the modular foam blocks 

is widening at the west end of the crossing. This separation 

of the blocks from the end pieces is believed to be the effect 

of the track flexing up and down causing the foam modules to 

separate and work clear of the holddown pins and washers. 

No damage or dislodging of the foam modules was attributed to 

this problem of railbed settlement. however. in the future the 

situation could become 

for motor vehicles and 

becoming entirely free. 

COSTS 

aggravated with more 

the possibility of 

severe bumpiness 

the foam modules 

1982 Costs for material only. 

True temper T-Core General Tire Gen-Trac 

$230 per L.F. $125 per L.F . 

CONCLUSIONS 

The use of True Temper modular foam material at this crossing 

has shown that the material stands up well to snow plowing and 

abrasive action on the surface. Small pieces of material were 

broken off at the edges of the modules where they joined the 

asphalt pavement and also on the flange side of the rails. It 

has required no maintenance over the period of observation. 

Compared to the adjacent crossing utilizing the Gen-Trac rubber 

material. the Tru-Temper material has shown equal durability. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. The use of True Temper modular foam railroad crossing 

material is recommended for low traffic volume crossings. 

2. For long-term stability of a railroad crossing the roadway 

and track subbase must be constructed properly to support 

the loads imposed. Periodic maintenance of railroad 

roadbed would eliminate problems associated with flexing of 

the tracks. 

IMPLEMENTATION 

The implementation on the use of the True Temper modular foam 

railroad crossing material will be the decision of the railroad 

which is installing the crossing. Of the several acceptable 

materials available, the True Temper modular foam material is a 

cost effective material for use on low traffic volume roads. 
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March 1982 - The completed D&RGW crossing using the General Tire 
Gen-Trac crossing material. 

March 1982 - The completed C & S crossing using the True 
Temper T-core crossing material. 
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March, 1982 - True Temper T-core moulded modular polyethylene foam 
blocks being placed on the C & S crossing. The blocks have hol l ow 
cells on the bottom as shown here. 

March 1982 - True Temper T-core blocks are placed directly on the 
cross ties, and fastened with steel driven pins. 
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March 1982 - Installation of the True Temper modules. The steel 
pins with washers t are driven to hold down two adjacent modules . 

March 1982 - Installation of the True Temper modul es . 
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r'larch 1982 The True Temper crossing prior to paving the 
roadway 

r·1arch 1982 - The True Temper crossi ng materi a 1 showi ng the end 
stabilizing pieces. 
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TRUE TEMPER T-Core 

~--'---------

September 1983 - In the south bound vehicle lane of the C & S crossing 
there is a pronounced dip in the railroad tracks where the road bed 
has failed allowing the track to "flex up and down as the weight of the 
train passes over i t . 

, -------_. 

J 

September 1983 - The west end of the True Temper crossing material. 
The flexing of the tracks is causing the modules and end pieces to 
separate. If the condition continues, the hold-down pins will become 
ineffective and modul es may come loose. 
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TRUE TEMPER T-Core 

September 1983 - Edge failure of the True Temper material i s shown 
here. Th'is is the most noticeaBl e type of failure of the the 
structur~l foam material. 

September 1983 - Chipping of the foam material at the edge of 
th~ module on the flange side of the track, probably caused by 
wheel flange making contact with the crossing material. 
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GENERAL TIRE GEN-TRAC 

September 1983 - The General Tire rubber material shows some wheel 
flange wear on the inside rail. 

September 1983 - Pavement edge spalling shown here where the 
_pavement meets the crossing material, General "Tire Gen-Trac 
rubber material. 
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GENERAL TIRE GEN-TRAC 

... _.-_ .. __ .. _-- - -. '- ._._--_ ... _---_._- ------------

September 1983 - The General Tire rubber material i s showing slight 
edge breakage where it joins the pavement. 

September 1983 - The General Tire rubber materia.l only indicated 
this one damaged area due to snowplow or other shearing action. 
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TRUE TEMPER T-Core 

. -
May 1984 - Thi s view looking east along the C & S crossing clearly 
shows the dip in the tracks and the vehicle wheel path. 

May 1984 - Thi s view looking west along the C & S crossing shows 
the unevenness of the tracks and in the foreground can be seen 
the edge breakage of foam material. 
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TRUE TEMPER T-Core 

I 

May 1984 - The steel hold down pins on the end modules are working 
loose. Thi s is the west end of the C & S crossing and does not affect 
the 'roadway traffic . The foam block module is still firmly in place. 

May 1984 ~ The space here between foam modules is beginninq to work 
open. This is the west end of the C & S croosing and is not in the 
vehicl e roadway. 
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TRUE TEMPER T-Core 

May 1984 - Thi s i s the True Temper crossing showing the difference 
in track height above the crossing material. This i s in the south 
bound vehi'Cl e 1 ane of Tennyson St. 

May 1984 - Thi s i s another view of the track height difference on 
the C & S crossing. 
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